Topi-CLICK® Refill Badge Labels

Designed for Low Vision Patients

Convenient labels highlight the Refill Badge™ area of the 35mL Topi-CLICK dispensers and reinforce the amount of medication available until the next refill. Useful for patients with low vision. Clear labels are packaged to offer 90 labels per order.

Instructions for Placement

Note: Placement of clear Refill Badge Labels should occur before placing patient prescription labels on dispenser.

Step 1:
Peel clear label and align on Refill Badge side along top edge of dispenser.

Step 2:
Refill lines will highlight area indicating number of CLICKs until refill required.

Step 3:
Apply patient prescription label to the side of the Topi-CLICK® dispenser which is opposite the “REFILL” and graduation marks.

Topi-CLICK Refill Badge™ Label
SKU# DL0035
Description: Clear Refill Badge Labels for 35mL Dispensers
Quantity: 90 Labels

Order at www.doselogix.com or Call 877.870.8448
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